April 6th and May 8th

THE FIGHT AGAINST CANCER NEEDS THE HERO SQUAD NOW MORE THAN EVER

1. CREATE A VIDEO
   Showing how you are making the most of your time at home. Be creative & have fun!

2. POST TO TIKTOK
   Along with your school’s fundraising link. Tag @LLSUSA and hashtag #PenniesForPatients.

3. SHARE YOUR VIDEO
   With friends & family encouraging them to donate to your school’s fundraising page.

YOU COULD WIN

$100 AMAZON GIFT CARD FOR THE MOST LIKED VIDEO

$250 AMAZON GIFT CARD FOR THE SCHOOL THAT FUNDRAISES THE MOST

BETWEEN APRIL 6TH AND MAY 8TH

TOP 3 FEATURE! Videos with the most likes by May 8th will be reposted by @LLSUSA’s verified TikTok account.

OFFICIAL RULES

Videos must follow these guidelines to be considered:

- Tag @LLSUSA and include #PENNIESFORPATIENTS
- Include a link to your school’s online Pennies for Patients fundraising page (either in your video description or your tiktok bio)
- Videos that could be considered inappropriate, or contain music with profanity, will be reported to TikTok and will not be eligible to win.
- Likes on entered videos and money raised on school fundraising pages between April 6th and May 8th ONLY will be considered.

TOGETHER WE CHANGE CANCER